FOREWORD

India is firmly driving herself on the road of globalisation. That India is now committed totally to reforms which will make her an important player in international trade and business is no more a proposition in doubt. In fact India will have its own significant role to play in many commercial international events of importance. In these challenges which India faces, the contribution and the assistance which will come from Non-Resident Indians is of great value and immense importance.

The Non Resident Indians, who have sizeable resources of over Rupees 25000 Cores in their hands, besides technical and managerial skills, can support to their motherland in a big way to attain the desired level of growth and development. In fact they wish to do so, but all that needs an environment, a climate to attract them returning to India. What has restrained them from returning is the unimproving conditions of country's law & order, pollution and social and economic infrastructure and above all the Government's policies. This called for a political will to initiate liberalization, simplification and reform in the policies and procedures aiming to provide suitable platform for enhanced foreign investment and investment by NRIs, PIOs and OCBs etc. in the country. The call of the day has been well noted. For this the Government of India abolished the FERA 1973 and brought FEMA 1999 in its place and organised First Pravasi Bhartiya Divas 9th - 11th January 2003. In this conference the message was clear that India needs patriotic Non-Resident Indians for the future development of country. In turn NRIs poured their
hearts out, stating in black and white what they expected in return from India.

The first generation reforms are over. The government contemplates to commence second-generation reforms with strong political will and executive actions. The golden future is ahead for the country and the countrymen. I selected this burning aspect relating to non-resident Indians because it is such a potent aspect that can lead the country to the first line of developed nations. Great and learned people of India have gone abroad, settled there, earned name, fame and huge wealth in areas of nuclear science, software, genetics aeronautics or astronautical engineering or space technology. Indians are everywhere bringing their talent to the remarkable recognition. I thought always, that good can happen if all of them come back to India, make this country prosperous. Hence I dwell into the instant research and made a small effort in this regard.
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